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you are an intelligent person

enjoy the drug

i am very happy !

you are becoming intelligent

but use it very consciously…

prepare yourself for that experience…

keep your body healthy…eat the correct food

so that the toxins are removed

gain the experience…flush the toxin…be healthy

prepare yourself for that experience and enjoy totally

create the right atmosphere…

then you will not become addicted…

then you have created a device for that experience

the moment you take a drug consciously…with a certain inner reason…

you can become very intelligent

do not take it mechanically

use it like a deep spiritual experience and a meditation

then you will respect it

you can respect even poison and drink it correctly

nothing is harmful

unconsciousness can harm you in a million ways

any kind of thing that you are putting into the body consciously cannot harm you

because you are watching the experience

you will learn something out of that experience

and you will become a much more colourful being

create the right atmosphere and enjoy it a deeply

better than smoking a stupid cigarette

certain drugs heighten your consciousness…they make you alert

certain are depressant…certain are awaking

so try those that are awakening

if you feel depressed when you take a particular drug

it is not working for you

nothing wrong in drugs at all

your whole body is a drug

all chemicals are within the body

induce it correctly and try to remove the toxic effects

use it as an experience and a window and a glimpse

perfectly okay

a meditator can use drugs very effectively

anything that takes you out of the mind…

and gives you a little window…a new kind of perception…

is always valuable

at least you are thinking out of the box !

no harm as long as it does not become addictive

in that sense i am not against drugs

ego is a drug

power is a drug

anger is a drug

and they blind you and they harm others

that is worse

a politician on his power trip…

subdues the world…dominates others

now you are not harming yourself…

but you are harming other people !!

drug addicts never harm others

i have found them to be very humble people

they just want their little dose and fall out of the mind

you have to be intelligent

because the world is very boring and monotonous

it has no future…until you find the path inward

this body mind has no future but the grave

and the intelligent person straightaway understands…

same brushing the teeth…same going to the toilet…

same wearing the clothes and same wife…

how much different can this world get ?
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